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When a food truck selling ice cream whoopie pies parks in
front of Hank Wolowitz’s family’s ice cream shop, Hank and his
invisible bandapat are willing to try whatever it takes to regain
lost customers. In this third installment in the Invisible Inkling
series, Hank works to support his family’s business, comforts his
invisible friend through loneliness and indigestion, and navigates
the complexities of young friendships. The final “victory” in
the whoopie pie war is unexpected yet fitting, and serves to
underscore Hank’s growing maturity.
Emily Jenkins crafts a rich, complex tale for middle grades. With
clear and consistent characterizations and a gentle, fantastical
humor throughout, this book supports important themes of
growing self-confidence and navigating friendships. Because
Jenkins’ characters exhibit many relatable insecurities, they
are both sympathetic and believable. They make mistakes, but
they also learn and grow. This allows several characters to have
dynamic arcs of progression. Jenkins weaves together several plot
threads to build steadily to a satisfying conclusion that resolves
many of the presented conflicts. This book would be an excellent
recommendation for a middle grade reader, and a humorous
read-aloud with plenty of opportunities for discussion.
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